hypothetically have less biological variability than MAPSE, that is, a narrower normal range. This might improve diagnostic discriminatory capability. However, to our knowledge, GLS has not proven diagnostically or prognostically superior to MAPSE in adults.
MAPSE differs between LV walls in healthy individuals, 17 so for a global measure, measurements from different walls must be averaged. [2] [3] [4] 7, 9, 18 Strain has relatively less intra-individual variability between walls than MAPSE, 15, 18 suggesting that variation in MAPSE between walls is related to variations in wall length.
The aims of this study were; (1) to test the hypothesis that MAPSEn and GLS have less biological variation in adults, and (2) to provide gender-and age-specific normal values for MAPSE from a large population of healthy subjects (the HUNT Study).
| METHODS

| Study subjects
The study population has been comprehensively described previously. 15, 19, 20 Subjects were recruited from the HUNT3 Study of 50,839 participants, by excluding patients with a history of heart disease, hypertension, or diabetes. From the remaining population, a randomized sample was drawn and invited to the echocardiographic substudy. After exclusion of 30 patients due to significant pathological findings by echocardiography, the total study group consisted of 1266 subjects. All subjects in the HUNT Study gave written consent to participate in both main and substudies, and the study with all substudies was approved by the ethical committee. The present analyses are in the same acquisitions as in the previous papers, but the data are not reported previously. Population characteristics are given in Table 1 .
| Echocardiography
One experienced echocardiographer (HD) conducted all the examinations. Subjects were examined in left lateral supine position with a Vivid 7 scanner (version BT06, GE Vingmed Ultrasound, Horten, Norway).
Transducers were phased array matrix transducers (M3S and M4S).
The examination included parasternal M-mode and apical four-and two-chamber and apical long-axis views. Mean B-mode frame rate was 44 FPS. Long-axis M-mode through the mitral ring was reconstructed from apical B-mode recordings in the septal and lateral points in fourchamber plane, inferior and anterior points in two-chamber plane, and anteroseptal and inferolateral points in the apical long-axis plane.
Annular motion was measured in all six points as shown in Figure 1A .
We calculated global MAPSE from two, four, and six walls (two walls from four-chamber view, four walls from two-and four-chamber views, six walls from the three standard views, respectively).
Wall lengths were measured as a straight line from apical epicardium to the mitral ring points as shown in Figure 1B ) in all six walls (three standard apical planes) and averaged to global LV wall length as a measure of LV length (LVL). LV external diameter (LVED) was measured from M-mode as the sum of LV internal diastolic diameter and the inferolateral and septal diastolic wall thickness. Data on the size and geometry of the LV in this study have been published recently. 20 MAPSEn was calculated as MAPSE divided by wall length for each wall, and then averaged for global MAPSEn, from four and six walls.
GLS based on segmental measurements by combined tissue Doppler and speckle tracking ( Figure 1B ) has been published previously. 15 Systolic GLS is per definition negative (shortening). For comparison with MAPSE, in this paper, absolute values are given, and "higher strain" refers to higher absolute values. Repeatability of the different measures in this material has been extensively studied by inter-observer repeated measurements (testretest) in previous studies. Shortly, mean error was 3%, and coefficient of repetition (CoR) was 0.7 cm for mean wall length 20 and 4% and 1.6 mm, respectively for MAPSE. 18 For GLS, mean error was 6% relative, and CoR was 2% points. 17 In this study, mean error was 3%, and CoR was 1.6 mm for global MAPSE, with highest variability in the anteroseptal wall.
| Calculation and statistics
| RESULTS
MAPSE was shown to be normally distributed, with skewness 0.003 (SE 0.07), MAPSEn and GL very near normally distributed as shown in Figure 2 , with a minimal, although significant skewness of −0.17 and 0.19, respectively (both SE = 0.07). Age was likewise normally distributed, with no significant skewness.
Age-and gender-related values for MAPSE and MAPSEn from four and six walls and GLS are given in Table 2 . Both four and six walls are included in the discussion for comparison with GLS, which is measured in six walls. Feasibility of reconstructed M-mode was 95% in four-and two-chamber and 97% in apical long-axis view. For comparison, feasibility of the segmental tissue Doppler/speckle tracking strain method was 60% of segments, as segments both above and below areas with clutter or dropouts had to be rejected, 15 but over all feasibility was 95%. Relative standard deviations (SD/mean) are given in Table 2 . There were no differences in relative SD between MAPSE Measurements are mean (SDs). BMI = body mass index, BSA = body surface area, BP = blood pressure, N = numbers.
T A B L E 1 Basic measurements of the study population F I G U R E 2 Normal distributions of MAPSE, MAPSEn, and GLS. The figure shows the distribution of MAPSE, MAPSEn, and GLS, showing all to be fairly normally distributed. Normal distribution is added for comparison. Abbreviations as in Figure 1 and MAPSEn from four walls, although slightly higher variability for MAPSE from six walls. GLS had the highest relative SD.
Mean MAPSE from two, four, and six walls according to age are given in Table 3 . When MAPSE was measured from two, four, and six walls, the differences were clinically negligible (0.2-0.7 mm, smallest difference between two and four walls), although statistically significant due to population size (all P < .001). There were only weak correlations between MAPSE and BSA as shown in Table 4 , and no relation to gender. MAPSEn and GLS were gender-dependent, with approximately 1.5% (absolute) higher values in women (all P < .001), as shown in Table 2 . Both, MAPSEn and GLS, were negatively correlated with BSA, as illustrated in Figure 3 . The difference between genders in BSA as shown in Table 1 was highly significant (P < .001), gender and BSA were not independent predictors of MAPSEn for four and six walls, but remained independent for GSL. Finally, MAPSE corrected for both LVED and LVL (MAPSE/LVL/LVED), showed only a trend for gender difference (1.10 cm vs 1.12 cm in men and women, respectively, P = .06), and a modest correlation with BSA (r = .17).
Age very weakly correlated with BSA (r = −.06, P = .04). The result of multiple linear regressions with BSA and age is shown in Table 4 .
Age was the main predictor for MAPSE, MAPSEn, and GLS and was negatively correlated with all, as shown in Figure 4 . Differences between all age groups were highly significant (P < .001 overall and in all post hoc pairwise comparisons).
| DISCUSSION
The main finding is that MAPSE and global longitudinal strain meas- the normal and diseased populations. In this study, it seems that the variability is similar in both GLS and MAPSE. The main reason for this finding, is that age, not size, is the main factor in biological variation as shown in this study. Thus, adjusting for size-dependent variability does not change overall variability. However, in this study, normalizing for LV length actually increased body size dependency as discussed later.
As the measurement compound error increase by the sum of the errors of the single measures, for MAPSEn, the compound coefficient of variation (CoV) will be approximately 3%. GLS has previously shown to have a CoV of 3%. 15 In the study population, the relative SDs were 14%-24%, indicating that most of the variation in GLS, MAPSE, and MAPSEn is biological.
| Size-dependent variability of global MAPSE and GLS
The weak, but positive correlation between MAPSE and BSA (the larger hearts, the higher MAPSE) is not unexpected, but this correlation is too weak to induce gender dependence. The finding that normalization for LV length actually reverses, and also increases body size dependency as seen in Figure 3 , as well as induces gender dependency, might seem surprising. The body weight/BMI/BSA and gender dependence of GLS are well established. 15, [21] [22] [23] Gender or BSA dependency has never, to our knowledge been established for MAPSE. A possible explanation is that global LV shortening is related to three dimensions, while MAPSEn and GLS only correct for one dimension-length, as shown in Figure 5 . We have previously shown that the ratio between LV length and LV diameter is BSA independent, so diameter and length are covariant, thus LV diameter influences longitudinal deformation as shown in Figure 5 . Normalizing only for length induces a systematic error, increasing the heart size (and hence, body size) dependency. This systematic error seems to be due to geometry, not to a specific method for global strain, as it is present for both GLS and MAPSEn. Gender dependency seems to be mostly due to BSA. Normalizing MAPSE for both wall length and external diameter, being more geometrically correct, reduced BSA dependency, and F I G U R E 3 Relations of MAPSE, MAPSEn, and GLS to BSA. The figure shows a weak tendency of MAPSE to increase with increasing BSA, although the tendency is slight, and not enough to induce gender difference. The large variability is biological, as MAPSE has the lowest measurement variability, and is mostly due to age dependency F I G U R E 4 Age distributions of MAPSE, MAPSEn, and GLS. MAPSE and MAPSEn are assessed from four walls, as this is most feasible as discussed in the text. Age-related normal limits seem to be warranted. The empiric cutoff for MAPSE of 1 cm is indicated by the red-dotted line on the left diagram. As the figure shows, it will exclude serious pathology in most age groups, with a slight reduction in specificity > 60 y, and a more profoundly reduced sensitivity below 40 years. Lower correlation with age for GLS seems to be mostly due to wider variance eliminated gender differences. However, normalizing MAPSE for both wall length and external diameter seems unnecessary from a clinical point of view. in sampling rate between these two modes is of little consequence, as movement of the mitral ring is near zero at end-systole and enddiastole). Feasibility is high, even using reconstructed M-mode and reproducibility is good. Being gender independent, it might be advantageous as a measure of LV longitudinal function, although gender differences were on the order of 4% relative, compared with a ME of 6% relative. MAPSE is less BSA dependent, but by looking at the relative SDs in each age group ( Table 3 . The main convention in previous studies has been to use four-point average for global MAPSE. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] The mean differences between two-four-and six-wall averages are less than 1 mm, which is equal to the smallest measurement differences achievable by most commercially available software. Thus, the difference is clinically negligible, although statistically significant due to the large study population. However, test-retest reproducibility was improved by approximately 35% using four walls instead of 2. 18 The present study shows that MAPSE from four walls had lower variability than MAPSE from six walls. This may be due to alignment problems in the apical long-axis views, similar to what have been shown for measurements of wall length. 20 Thus, four-wall average seems to be optimal for global MAPSE.
| MAPSE and GLS global parameters of systolic LV function
All indices of LV long-axis function are lower in older age groups (Tables 2 and 3 ; Figure 4 ), as are systolic tissue velocities and diastolic functional measures. 19 This raises the same question, as for diastolic function, and for relative wall thickness. 20 Using age-related normal values will give a relatively constant abnormal percent, while constant normal values will result in higher prevalence of pathology with higher age. The answer to this is not a simple one. Using age-adjusted normal limits for MAPSE, the lower limit of the reference range (mean-2SDs) is 1.33 cm in the youngest age group (<40 years) and 0.96 cm in the oldest age group (≥60 years). A pragmatic view is that a lower limit of 1 cm excludes more serious pathology, as shown in previous studies, 2,3,9 and illustrated in Figure 4 , but at the cost of a reduced sensitivity in younger subjects. The clinical importance of this, however, is uncertain.
Global strain methods today are mostly based on speckle tracking algorithms that are vendor dependent, with differences in GLS between vendors of up to 3.7% points (similar to approximately 20% relative difference). 25 Even different software versions from the same vendor may provide different values. 26 A joint industry and society initiative is under way to reduce the software dependency, but so far the main result is standards for definitions. 27 However, much of the technological differences are still industrial secrets related to software algorithms, such as choice of kernel sizes, selection and weighting of acoustic markers, stability of speckles, and drift compensation during heart cycle, as well as spline smoothing, which on the other hand ensures good reproducibility also for GLS.
MAPSEn, on the other hand, is a generic and non-vendor-dependent method for global strain, as well as quick to acquire, easy and reproducible. It is not free from assumptions, but these are generic and evident. Thus, it is an alternative method for global longitudinal strain. However, the present study does not support using MAPSEn over MAPSE. The values for global longitudinal strain by both methods in this study are lower than in many speckle tracking studies as shown in a recent meta-analysis, 23 where mean GLS was 19.7%. As most newer studies of GLS are performed by the use of speckle tracking (with different algorithms), there may be different issues as well, such as curvature dependency and sensitivity to foreshortening. Thus, normal values will differ by methods, as also discussed in the limitation section. This is reflected in the fact that the current guidelines 24 do not recommend normative values.
M-mode measurements are angle-dependent, but it is a misconception that speckle tracking derived GLS is angle-independent. The angle dependency of speckle tracking depends on the lateral vs the axial resolution, and angle distortion may occur. GLS is also vulnerable to processing differences.
In the present study, we compared average values from both four and six walls to ensure that findings would not be due to difference This concern rests partly on a common misconception that regional dysfunction affects chiefly the adjacent point of the mitral annulus, which is not the case. 4 It must be emphasized that the present study addresses global LV function only. Strain and strain rate imaging remain valuable methods for quantifying segmental LV dysfunction and differences in timing, while regional MAPSE is not. 4 Segmental function is important in, for example, coronary artery disease, conduction abnormalities, and mechanical dispersion.
| LIMITATIONS
The HUNT Echocardiographic Study is among the largest studies of healthy individuals, selected from a general population study by independent criteria for normalcy. As seen from Table 1 , the average BMI is at the upper normal limit, indicating that half the population is overweight. However, this is a common finding in many countries today, and compared to the general HUNT3 population values for BMI were slightly lower in the echocardiographic substudy. 28 In addition, the indices of LV dimensions in this material are in line with other studies, 20 indicating that the study population should be representative. Generalizability is limited by lack of ethnic and geographical diversity. However, for the discussion of GLS vs MAPSE, this is less important, although the reference values may differ. Also, as this is a cross-sectional study, the age differences are between cohorts, not related to true aging.
Wall length measurements were taken in straight lines from apex to the mitral ring, underestimating the true length of the curved wall. The present study is limited to the variability of normal measurements and the subsequent normal ranges, and do not study the separation of means between normal and patient populations. The diagnostic and prognostic capability should be studied head-to-head in comparative studies including patients with different pathology.
| CONCLUSIONS
The hypothesis that normalizing MAPSE for LV length, or using GLS, reduces biological variability is not confirmed, as normal biological variability is the same for all measures. Thus, and it cannot be inferred that diagnostic discriminatory capability is higher for GLS than MAPSE.
Head-to-head comparison studies in different patient cohorts, with respect to both diagnostic accuracy and prognostic.
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